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Parliament, Prerogative and Military Law:
Who Had Legal Authority over the Army in
the later Nineteenth Century?
G.R. RUBIN

In February 1880, the Adjutant-General of the British Army, General Sir
Charles Ellice, noted that,
For some time past it has been apparent that the communications of
the Judge Advocate General, or the Deputy Judge-Advocate-General,
with officers in command of districts have produced friction. Appeals
and representations to the Commander-in-Chief [the Duke of
Cambridge] have been numerous, and His Royal Highness has found
himself placed in some embarrassment in replying to these appeals as,
in his opinion, the officers have had just cause of complaint.1
The Judge Advocate General of the Forces (JAG) was and remains the
civilian legal office-holder responsible for the overseeing of the
administration of United Kingdom military law. Among his several duties
in this regard was that of perusing the proceedings of courts-martial of
soldiers and officers, to ensure that such hearings had been conducted
lawfully. In respect to the most serious class of courts-martial, general
courts-martial (GCMs) at home and certain GCMs abroad, he was the legal
adviser to the sovereign, who was the confirming officer of such
proceedings (the post of confirming officer has now been abolished by the
Armed Forces Act 1996, s.15). Consequently, the sovereign's confirmation
of the court's finding would be dependent in practice on the JAG's failing
to find legal flaws in the proceedings. In regard to the remaining GCMs and
to district courts-martial (DCMs), which could not try officers and which
dealt with lesser offences subject (after 1881) to a maximum penalty of two
years' imprisonment, the confirming officer was the general officer
commanding the district or station, as the case might be. In these cases, the
JAG would peruse the proceedings for evidence of legal defects only when
the papers were delivered to him for safe custody as military law required.
By this time, the findings of the court, whether original or revised by the
Commander-in-Chief or general officer commanding after local advice,
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would usually have been confirmed. Another category of court-martial,
regimental courts-martial (RCMs),2 which tried only minor offences, had
their findings confirmed by the regimental commander. The proceedings of
RCMs were not, however, sent to the JAG as a matter of course and he
would only learn of particular cases if the commanding officer of the
regiment in question chose to raise a legal difficulty with him in regard to
such proceedings.
The JAG was thus formally involved in the process of confirming
GCMs, inasmuch as he placed the proceedings, accompanied by his
submissions as to their legality, before the sovereign. In respect to DCMs
and to a limited category of GCMs abroad which did not involve the trial of
officers, his role in scrutinising the proceedings for evidence of legal flaws
took place at the subsequent reviewing stage, not at the earlier confirming
stage. Moreover, though his participation in such reviewing activities
enjoyed the sanctity of custom, indeed convention, it was, strictly speaking,
informal.
The role of the JAG in court-martial proceedings cannot be separated
from the more general history of military law.3 Prior to the creation of a
standing army in 1660, armies were raised by the sovereign as and when
needed for a particular military campaign, or to suppress a revolt. The
conventional wisdom is that the governance of the army was exercised
under the authority of the sovereign's prerogative power. It would entail the
issuance by him, or by his army commander, of Articles of War. These
would regulate such matters as discipline, pay and accommodation and
would remain in force only for the duration of the campaign. Thus,
peacetime articles were not at this stage envisaged. Articles of War could
also be supplemented by occasional Royal Ordinances and regulations,
while the unwritten law or 'custom of war' was, of course, propagated by
Grotius from the seventeenth century.
Trials of soldiers would be conducted before military tribunals, which
are widely believed to have derived from the Court of the High Constable
and Earl Marshal dating from the time of Edward I. From the seventeenth
century, panels of officers came to replace the Earl Marshal as judges of
these military courts, which were now more recognisably courts-martial.
Inasmuch as provisions of the civil law formed the basis for many of the
Articles of War regulating military discipline, the practice arose of
appointing a civilian lawyer to assist the Marshal's court in advising on the
relevant civil law. This judge-martial can be traced back to at least the
sixteenth century, and by the seventeenth century the office had developed
into that of the JAG, the first holder specifically titled thus being Dr Samuel
Barrow in 1666. Though acting in a quasi-judicial capacity, the judgeadvocate would also be responsible for the pre-trial preparation of a
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prosecution and, from 1678 to 1860, for the prosecution itself. Such role
conflict in an earlier era serves notice of the ambiguities in the functions of
the JAG during the period with which this paper is primarily concerned.
The constitutional upheavals of the seventeenth century had a profound
effect on military law. According to one author,4 the army at the Restoration
in 1660, being totally under the command of the sovereign, possessed its
own peacetime code of military law. During wartime, or in the event of
revolt, that code would be transformed into a code of martial law extending
to both soldiers and civilians. Within the confines of England, these Articles
of War were not intended to breach the common law. Consequently, one of
the clauses forbade any court-martial from sentencing prisoners to loss of
life or limb. Only the common law courts had the authority to inflict such
punishments.
When the Royal Scots mutinied in March 1689, parliament rushed
through the first Mutiny Act as an expedient measure permitting courtsmartial to punish soldiers with loss of life or limb if proved guilty of mutiny,
sedition or desertion. The statute, originally intended as a temporary measure
lasting just under seven months, is significant in being the first effort by
parliament to exercise authority over military law, but its limited focus is also
noteworthy. The bulk of the sovereign's Articles of War remained in place
and otherwise were neither declared lawful nor unlawful by the Mutiny Act,
though John Childs suggests they were technically illegal.
The statute, contrary to popular belief, did not reposition the army within
the constitution. While the Bill of Rights in Art.6 declared the primacy of
parliament in approving a standing army in peacetime, the Mutiny Act itself
did not alter the command of the army. That remained with the sovereign,
who retained the power, apparently under his prerogative, to frame rules of
military law not expressly contained in the Mutiny Act. Indeed, in the
period after the 1689 Act expired there were some occasions when the
statute book lacked a successor act, indicating the dispensability of the
measure so far as the army were concerned. Given that courts-martial in
England could not inflict capital punishment in the absence of the Mutiny
Act, the common law courts remained available to try soldiers charged with
the murder of other soldiers or of civilians. Moreover, since, according to
Childs, most military misdemeanours could be brought under the heads of
'mutiny, sedition and desertion', courts-martial were effectively given wide
powers to impose corporal punishment and the death penalty, despite the
common law. On 15 July 1690, William III instructed that all death
sentences by court-martial would require his personal ratification before
confirmation. The outcome was paradoxical. 'Without either intention or
realisation, parliament had created through its mutiny legislation an army
which was partially exempt from the common law.'5
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Nonetheless, encroaching parliamentary control over the content of
military law can be identified by the eighteenth century. The Mutiny Act
1712 extended the powers of courts-martial to try soldiers for immoralities,
misbehaviour or neglect of duty, and to award corporal punishment therefor.
It also conferred on the crown a statutory power to issue Articles of War and
to hold courts-martial in the colonies and elsewhere out of the kingdom,
during both peacetime and wartime. The 1715 Act authorised the making of
Articles of War in respect to the United Kingdom, while the 1718 Act
covered offences committed within the overseas dominions in peacetime
(Ireland and the colonies having previously been brought within the scope
of the Mutiny Acts). The jigsaw was completed when the 1803 Act extended
the Articles of War to the commission of offences in foreign countries in
peacetime, thereby affecting the army of occupation in France. The statutory
power to govern a standing army in both peace and war, in both the United
Kingdom and overseas, was now created. However, under the 1839 Act, the
sovereign's military representatives at the Horse Guards were granted power
to modify and amend articles in certain limited respects. Moreover,
interpretations of the rules could be furnished in General Regulations and
Army Orders in a manner which reflects the role of Queen's Regulations and
routine orders of a permanent nature vis-à-vis the current Army Act 1955.
This last-named code of military law is the successor to the Army Act 1881
(and to the earlier Army Discipline and Regulation Act 1879), which
replaced, and essentially embodied, the annual Mutiny Acts and the Articles
of War. In 1860, two writers on military law observed that,
The Mutiny Act and Articles of War, for the time being, tempered by
the regulations issued from time to time by the Sovereign, form together
the code of laws which governs the British Army. That code may fairly
be said to rest upon the soundest constitutional basis. It emanates
wholly from the civil power, which exercises a sufficient control over
abuse, by passing the Act annually; while the Sovereign retains the
complete executive administration — the ancient privilege of the crown.6
As we shall see shortly, the demarcation lines could not be drawn as neatly
as the above passage implied.
CONSTITUTIONAL CONFLICTS
The JAG's role in advising the sovereign whether or not to confirm the
findings of GCMs was one possessing constitutional significance. Until
1806 he made his submissions as to legality through the offices of the
Secretary at War. From 1806, however, the office of JAG was transformed.
First, direct access to the sovereign was obtained by granting the
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officeholder Privy Council status; second (and perhaps pulling in a different
direction), the position became a ministerial appointment with a seat in the
House of Commons, and, together with the Secretary of State for War and
the Colonies (from 1854, Secretary of State for War), he became answerable
to parliament for the activities of the army. His ministerial portfolio, in due
course, covered piloting the annual Mutiny Bill through parliament,
handling the relevant votes on the army estimates, and responding to
questions and debates regarding military law and courts-martial.
One of the major themes of nineteenth-century constitutional history is
the struggle between the crown and parliament over control of the army.
Queen Victoria keenly defended her prerogative right to command the army
and to prevent parliament from expanding its sphere of influence in this
regard. Her objections to parliamentary enquiries into the failures of
military leadership during the Crimean War and her hostility to the later
Cardwell reforms in respect to the regimental system and to the abolition of
the purchase system are familiar to military and constitutional historians. So
is her determination to ensure that the army's Commander-in-Chief, her
cousin George, Duke of Cambridge, retained his autonomy at army
headquarters in the Horse Guards, from the political authority of the
Secretary of State at the War Office.7 As the historian, Hew Strachan, has
noted, despite the army's very existence being dependent upon
parliamentary approval in the annual Mutiny Acts, 'the fact that the
Commander-in-Chief was not a political appointee and retained the right of
direct access to the monarch symbolized the maintenance of the royal
prerogative in this area at least' .s
One area of the royal prerogative which Victoria jealously guarded was
her disciplinary command of the army; but even in this sphere, as already
hinted, the new arrangements introduced in 1806 for the JAG point to a
dilution of royal authority. The sovereign's legal adviser, in regard to her
prerogative power over army discipline was, after all, now also a politician
and a government minister responsible to parliament. Nonetheless, within
this context, the constitutional convention obliging the sovereign to act on
the advice of her ministers had not yet hardened. As a result, in respect of
the activities of the JAG, his role was not wholly clear. Thus, whenever the
JAG was advising the sovereign regarding the confirmation of the
proceedings of a GCM, or advising the crown regarding the petition of a
convicted soldier or officer to have the court-martial finding set aside
(which was an exercise of the prerogative of mercy); or whenever his legal
opinion was sought subsequently by a reviewing officer or general officer
commanding in the case of a DCM, or by a commanding officer in the case
of an RCM, there remained potentially disruptive disagreement as to the
scope of his powers. Thus, to the extent that the constitutional convention
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requiring the sovereign to follow ministerial advice was still in the process
of development, then (assuming the JAG was a minister who advised)
constitutionally the sovereign (and possibly, in practice, the Prince Consort
until his death) remained entitled to ignore the JAG's advice.9
Alternatively, was the JAG's role vis-à-vis courts-martial akin to, or
identical with, that of a judge, whose pronouncements on the legality or
otherwise of proceedings were binding on the army (including the
sovereign) as a whole? It is this ambiguity, in the second half of the
nineteenth century in particular, which lay at the heart of the dispute
between the Commander-in-Chief, who directly represented the sovereign
in commanding and disciplining the army under the broad authority of
prerogative powers, and the JAG for whom the enforcement of the Articles
of War in accordance with the rule of law remained his guiding precept.
The controversy between the JAG and the Commander-in-Chief as to
whether the rulings of the former on the legality of particular court-martial
proceedings were binding on the latter reached its zenith in the 1870s. It was
ignited by a series of cases (the details of few of which need concern us
here) which, while failing to attract public attention, focused an internal
debate on the status and authority of the JAG. Those 'communications'
issued to district or regimental commanders by the Judge Advocate
General's Office, instructing them to set aside district or regimental courtmartial convictions, in some cases convictions which had been confirmed in
the distant past, led to consternation within the Horse Guards and prompted
the complaint of General Ellice quoted previously. In the final analysis,
however, the confrontation between the JAG's Office and the Horse Guards
was to be overtaken by political controversy when, in the late 1880s, Sir
William Marriott, who held the office of JAG from 1886 to 1893, was
attacked in parliament as the holder of a wasteful sinecure. The office, in its
then existing state as a political appointment, never recovered, and although
the legal authority of the JAG vis-à-vis the Horse Guards was belatedly
acknowledged in a volte-face by the latter, his political role ceased. His
subservience to the Secretary of State for War, as distinct from his (alleged)
subordination to the Commander-in-Chief, was confirmed in 1905, a shift
in responsibility which reflected, in this area at least, parliamentary (if not
legislative) supremacy over the royal prerogative.
THE THEORETICAL DEBATE
Within the Horse Guards, the most senior military figure who took issue
with the JAG was the Commander-in-Chief himself, George, Duke of
Cambridge (1819-1904), a grandson of George III and cousin of Queen
Victoria. As commander of the army from 1865 to 1895 and as the
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immediate adviser to the queen on all matters touching the command and
discipline of the army, he repudiated the claim of the JAG to offer definitive
advice to officers on the application of military law and on the legality of
court-martial proceedings, whether confirmed or not. For the Commanderin-Chief conceived of military law as a mechanism for the disciplining of
the soldier rather than as a code which, by virtue of the rules of evidence
and procedure, safeguarded the soldier's civil liberties. In this respect, he
was supported by Sir Garnet (later Viscount) Wolseley (1833-1913) who,
for much of the 1870s and for most of the 1880s was, in turn, deputy
adjutant-general and adjutant-general of the army before succeeding the
Duke of Cambridge as Commander-in-Chief in 1895. Most military
historians have pointed to the sharp disagreements between the Duke of
Cambridge and Wolseley over the question of army reform. While the
former has been widely, though not universally, condemned for his
conservative approach to army reorganisation, and while Wolseley has been
praised as a modernising visionary,10 the two were at least united in their
opposition to what they perceived as the improper interference of the JAG
in matters of military discipline. Their hostility to the activities of the JAG,
which they viewed as exceeding the limits of his jurisdiction, was
undoubtedly sharpened by the advice given to them by Charles M. Clode
(1818-93), successively solicitor to the War Office (1856-76) and then
legal secretary to the department (1876-80) and author of the influential
Military Forces of the Crown (two volumes, 1868-69) and Military and
Martial Law (1872).
In November 1872, Clode drafted a memorandum for the Secretary of
State of War, Edward Cardwell, the celebrated army reformer in Gladstone's
first Liberal administration of 1868-74." He focused on two questions: (1)
what were the JAG's duties in connection with the administration of
military law; and (2) why did the JAG become a political appointee and
member of the Privy Council with the result that he was enabled to offer
advice directly to the sovereign?
Both of Clode's questions were directed to eliciting the pre-determined
answer that the JAG possessed only a limited, advisory role rather than a
judicial function in respect to military law in general and to court-martial
proceedings in particular. Clode's object, in other words, was to establish
that the JAG was merely advisory and that the Commander-in-Chief (and
by implication, the latter's subordinate officers, whether sitting as courtmartial members or as the commanding officers of soldiers facing courtsmartial) was not compelled to accept the JAG's advice on matters of
military law or courts-martial. Undoubtedly, Clode pointed out, there would
be few instances when the JAG's legal opinions, advice or 'rulings' would
not be accepted by the military authorities. However, the Commander-in-
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Chief's overall responsibility for discipline in the army might require him to
ignore the JAG's ruling that, for example, a court-martial decision should be
set aside as legally flawed. It was a proposition fiercely contested by some,
though not by all, of those who held the office of JAG during this period.
Clode's memorandum also addressed the political status of the JAG. The
latter's membership of the House of Commons, of the government and of
the Privy Council was portrayed by Clode (with the endorsement of the
military hierarchy) as a fortuitous incident of office which lacked historical
pedigree and which could be dispensed with as easily as it was created in
1806. If such a reversion were undertaken, a direct advisory link between
the JAG and the sovereign would be severed and the queen would continue
to exercise her prerogative right to discipline the army, including in respect
to courts-martial regulated by the prerogative Articles of War, only on the
direct advice of the Commander-in-Chief.
Clode himself acknowledged that an argument underpinning the
authority of the JAG to pronounce on the legality of certain court-martial
proceedings (that is, most GCMs) and to advise the sovereign accordingly
could be grounded in contemporary constitutional theory. For,
the Sovereign being, in many instances, the Confirming Officer of
[court-martial] proceedings, [this], like every other Prerogative, must,
for the security of the Subject, be exercised under the advice of a
responsible Minister; hence the action of Parliament in recent years
has been to fix upon someone a definite responsibility in regard to the
Administration of Military Law, and, to minimize responsibility, the
Judge-Advocate-General was in 1806 made a subordinate member of
the Administration.12
Thus, the politicisation of the office of the JAG and the creation of
ministerial responsibility to parliament for the exercise of the prerogative
power of confirming or otherwise the findings of GCMs was, in Clode's
judgement, undertaken for the better protection of the subject. As the GCMs
in question, unlike DCMs, RCMs, and the remaining category of GCMs,
could award the death penalty, such safeguards against the arbitrary or
capricious exercise of the royal prerogative no doubt appeared justified. But
the core question still remained very much alive, and was particularly
troubling in respect to non-capital DCMs, RCMs and those GCMs where
the sovereign was not the confirming officer. That is, was the JAG a judge
whose rulings on legality had to be obeyed or was he an adviser whom the
confirming officer could consult but whose advice could be ignored? Even
were the JAG himself to concede an advisory status, what was the greater
consideration in the confirmation process? The upholding of the rule of law
in court-martial proceedings or the upholding of military discipline?
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The view from the Horse Guards of the correct balance of military
justice and of military discipline was well represented by Clode's
observation. 'It must never be lost sight of, he wrote, 'that the only
legitimate object of Military Tribunals is to aid the Crown to maintain the
Discipline and Government of the Army, and that this is to be accomplished
by upholding - so far as it can be with justice - the authority of every
Command'.13 Indeed, he added,
There could not be a more dangerous rule to lay. down than that the
Crown or indeed the General or Chief Command is inflexibly bound
by the findings of Courts-martial, so as to be obliged to act in
accordance with their sentence of acquittal or punishment.14
Thus, insofar as a court-martial was viewed as a disciplinary procedure, the
confirming officer possessed a limited discretion whether to uphold a
finding or sentence. The 'higher responsibility' of the general officer for
military discipline might therefore justifiably dispose him to withhold his
confirmation, thereby annulling the proceedings; or to send back the
proceedings for revision by the court-martial; or to substitute a different
finding or a lesser punishment. In such a case, it is to be assumed that no
legal error (in the opinion of the confirming officer) had been committed by
the court-martial, for example, awarding a punishment or sentence which
statute did not permit, merely an error (in the opinion of the confirming
officer) of disciplinary judgment by the court.
If, however, the court-martial were to err on a point of law, evidence or
procedure, it was assumed that confirmation by the general officer
commanding could expose all those directly involved to the threat of legal
proceedings in the civil courts. As Mr Justice Lawrence, with the
concurrence of Heath J., had once stated following the infliction of corporal
punishment on a soldier consequent on an illegal court-martial sentence, if
the man had died from the flogging all the members of the court would
undoubtedly have been liable to be hanged.15 Moreover, in 1738, in Comyn
v. Sabine,16 the defendant, an officer appointed under the Mutiny Act to
confirm court martial proceedings, was held liable in damages for having
confirmed an illegal finding and sentence. Such a possibility of error was
not remote given, as we have seen, that the JAGs' official involvement in
advising the confirming officer was generally limited to the case of GCMs
at home and to those GCMs abroad for the trial of officers where they might
suffer death, penal servitude as felons, or be cashiered, dismissed or
discharged; the confirming officer in such cases being the sovereign herself
to whom the JAG, as privy councillor, had direct access after 1806.
But as also noted previously, in the case of other GCMs abroad and
DCMs abroad and DCMs at both home and abroad, the confirming officer
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was the general officer commanding who was entitled to reach his decision
without prior reference to the JAG. A legal error might consequently not be
spotted before confirmation by the general officer commanding. Indeed, the
deputy judge-advocate who attended all GCMs and a limited number of
more serious DCMs to advise the court-martial on questions of law might
himself have misdirected the court (the deputy judge-advocate was usually
not a lawyer but an army officer who had studied military law). Only when
the records of DCMs were sent, after confirmation, to the JAG in London
for custody did the latter peruse (that is, review) the papers for evidence of
illegality.
Given that the law made no provision for an appeal from the decisions
of courts-martial once confirmed, and given the extreme reluctance of the
courts to intervene by means of judicial review with the decisions of courtsmartial (assuming convicted soldiers or officers were able and willing to go
to law), how could confirmed but flawed findings subsequently be set
aside? In the event that the JAG made the discovery of illegality following
the transfer to his custody of the record of a DCM or of a GCM whose
confirming officer was not the sovereign, or where, especially in the case of
RCMs, commanding officers or inspecting officers wrote to him
subsequently with their concerns regarding previously confirmed hearings,
could the JAG direct the quashing of confirmed findings and/or sentences?
Where the hearings had taken place many years previously, or where large
numbers of cases were involved, senior military personnel found intolerable
the interference of the JAG. Military discipline would, they insisted, be
undermined by too rigid an application of legal principles requiring the
nullification of findings or sentence.
A limited statutory remedy was offered from 1879 by the Army
Discipline and Regulation Act 1879, s.57. This enabled the sovereign, the
Commander-in-Chief, a general officer commanding a district or station, or
certain other commanders to remit or commute the punishment awarded by
a court-martial and previously confirmed. However, far from authorising
the quashing of an illegal finding which had already been confirmed, the
statute merely sought to formalise an informal system which had attempted
to cope with such legally embarrassing contingencies. Thus, in cases of
illegal sentences the practice was to pardon or release the prisoner.17 The
former deputy JAG, Stephen Denison, described the system.18 Before 1852,
in the case of those GCMs abroad where the general officer commanding
the foreign station was the confirming officer and had already confirmed the
sentence, the papers were sent to the JAG in London as custodian of the
papers. If, after his routine perusal, the JAG concluded that the sentence
could not be legally enforced, he would submit the case to the crown as both
repository of the prerogative of mercy and as supreme army commander. He
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would also add that the case was one suitable for the grant of a pardon. If
the Commander-in-Chief, the Duke of Cambridge, concurred in this advice
to the sovereign, that information would be conveyed by the former to the
overseas general officer commanding, and the reasons therefor would also
be disclosed. The JAG's role here was that of an informal reviewing officer
(and that of the sovereign a mere cypher). After 1852, no royal pardon, the
granting of which was a prerogative act, would be issued as it was
recognised that the confirming officer, in this case the general officer
commanding, was entitled to remit the sentence or release the prisoner.19
Instead, the practice in such cases was assimilated to that in respect to
DCMs both at home and abroad, that is, to those courts-martial where the
confirming officer was the general officer commanding the district,, station
or in-chief. In such instances, once the papers were examined by the JAG
after confirmation and a legal flaw discovered, he would write to the general
officer commanding, stating that, 'in his opinion any particular sentence is
illegal and ought not to be enforced and to suggest [sic] that the prisoner be
released from confinement and that proper steps be taken to prevent his
being prejudiced in future by such sentence'.20
In the case of RCMs which only tried other ranks for minor offences and
whose findings were subject to confirmation by the commanding officer of
the regiment, the papers were not deposited with the JAG but kept for a
short period with the regiment. He would, therefore, only learn of any
possible legal defects when a commanding officer or inspecting officer
communicated with him raising a query after confirmation. If the JAG
agreed that a legal error had been committed, he would communicate with
the confirming officer in the same manner as in the case of DCMs and of
those GCMs where the sovereign was not the confirming officer.
The tone of his communication would appear, on the face of it, to be
couched in the language of suggestions and advice, rather than of
judgement, directions and instructions. So long as his office confined itself
to the former, comity between it and the Horse Guards could prevail. But
ambiguities also surrounded the terms of the JAG's appointment under his
Letters Patent from the sovereign, and this left scope for discord when
problem cases arose in the late 1860s and early 1870s. According to
Denison, the JAG was not merely the 'responsible legal adviser' to the
sovereign when she acted in her capacity as confirming officer. He also,
'exercises the powers of a Supreme Court of Review, as regards the
Proceedings of all District, Garrison21 and General Courts-Martial
whatsoever and wheresoever'.22
Yet although such a description of his authority would place him in a
position comparable to the judges of the Queen's Bench in their relationship
with the justices in Quarter-Sessions, Denison added,
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there is strictly speaking neither a pardon nor a remission of the
sentence, but merely an opinion expressed by the Judge-AdvocateGeneral that the sentence cannot be legally enforced and a deference
paid to that opinion by the military authorities which produces
substantially all the practical results of a pardon in regard to the whole
or of a remission of a portion of the sentence, as the case may be.23
So, despite referring to the JAG as possessing the powers of a court of
review, Denison confusingly added that the former merely advanced his
opinions as to the legality of proceedings, although these opinions were
invariably followed. In Denison's eyes, the JAG was formally an advocate
and not a judge; but informally, he was a judge, not an advocate.
Yet what was the authority from which his precise powers could be
ascertained? The provision in the Articles of War which required the
proceedings of all GCMs and DCMs to be transferred to his office was
consistent equally with the JAG holding a judicial as an advisory function.
Another article of war introduced in 1860 which removed the prosecuting
power from the JAG was explained as being, 'Partly by reason of there
being no legal adviser to the Army except the Judge Advocate General, who
has therefore become by usage the General Referee in all points of Military
Law' ,24 As a judge could not also be a prosecutor, the removal of the latter
function from the JAG and his deputies could reinforce the interpretation of
his powers as judicial - a 'General Referee' — rather than advocatorial. But
this might only be a matter of 'usage' and not law stricto sensu.
A more persuasive authority might therefore be sought and the wording
of the JAG's Letters Patent offered the promise of a definitive statement.
The opening preamble recited that the sovereign, 'by these presents give
and grant unto the said - and to his sufficient deputy or deputies, full power
and authority at such time and times when Martial [that is, Military] law
shall be allowed to be exercised as aforesaid'.25 'Full power and authority'
were underpinned by the requirement of Clause 1, inserted immediately
after the above preamble, that, 'all officers and soldiers of Our said land
forces obey him, the said —, as our Advocate-General or Judge-Martial, in
that behalf constituted and appointed as aforesaid' ,26 That provision seemed
clear enough: the JAG was superior to all officers and soldiers of the British
Army in respect to the application of military law. But a significant
qualification was inserted in Clause 2 of his patent: 'And we also will that
the said - observe such orders as he shall from time to time receive from Us
or any Commanders-in-Chief for the time being of Our said land forces,
now or hereafter to be by Us thereunto authorised and commissionated' ?
And therein was encapsulated the source of the conflict between the JAG
and the Commander-in-Chief. Did the JAG enjoy the last word (perhaps
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including even that of the sovereign) on matters relating to the legality of
courts-martial, as the preamble and Clause 1 of his Letters. Patent would
imply? Or did Clause 2 subordinate even the legal rulings of the JAG to the
authority of the Commander-in-Chief? As Stephen Denison commented on
Clause 2, 'It seems difficult to determine the precise degree of obligation
imposed by this clause'.28 Indeed, would the designation of Commander-inChief include general officers commanding a district or foreign station, or
would it be confined to the commanders of the army in the British Isles (and
India) so that in the latter case (if one were to ignore the import of the
preamble and Clause 1 of his patent) the JAG would be obliged to 'obey'
the 'orders' of only a handful of commanders?29
For Charles Clode, the legal secretary to the Secretary of State and legal
confidant of the Duke of Cambridge, there was no dilemma. The
administration of military law was conceived by him (and by the Horse
Guards) as an aspect of military discipline and the latter should not be
imperilled by inconvenient rulings from the JAG.
No doubt the Judge-Advocate-General may aid by experience, or
weaken by ignorance - if not destroy - the discipline of the Army, but
further, overlooking the oath to which every Officer on Court-Martial
duty is sworn, viz., to administer Military Law according to
conscience and the custom of war in like cases, he may do evil without
design, or any other desire than to uphold that which might be the duty
of any other Judge - the strictest Rules of Law.30
At the heart of the dispute between the JAG and the Horse Guards was,
therefore, a difference of vision. The former held to a formalistic conception
of law, one which was increasingly predominating within legal discourse in
England in the second half of the nineteenth century. The latter adhered to
a more flexible, perhaps more pluralistic, conception of law as the servant,
not the master, of the institution whose internal relations it was designed to
regulate.31 The former espoused ideas of bourgeois legality which reached
out to the soldier who possessed civil rights despite the latter's having
subjected himself to a code of military discipline. The Horse Guards spoke
to a language of honour, tradition, discipline and duty to an hereditary
commander which extended beyond the confines of a code of military law.
The soldier, indeed the officer, was not yet a citizen.
THE CASES
A number of court-martial cases, of little importance in themselves, were
the catalyst in forcing to a head the conflict between the JAG and the Horse
Guards. The most significant in terms of its ramifications was the case of
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Private Thomas Any on of the 91st Foot (Highland) Regiment. On 3
February 1862, he had been tried by RCM at Kamptee, India, with 'having
lost by neglect, or designedly made away with' a ramrod,32 contrary to
Article 102 of the Articles of War. The court had found him guilty of having
lost the ramrod, but had not attributed this to his neglect or design. As such,
the finding was flawed. Nonetheless, the commanding officer of the
regiment had confirmed the decision of the court-martial and the reviewing
officer to whom the proceedings of RCMs were sent monthly, the general
officer commanding the brigade or district, had also failed to spot the legal
defect. Ten years later, when Anyon sought his discharge from the army, his
commanding officer at that time, Lieutenant-Colonel Sprot, noticed the
error by the court-martial on Anyon's record. Accordingly, he wrote on 5
November 1872 to the JAG, Sir Robert Phillimore (who simultaneously
held the office of judge of the Court of Admiralty), forwarding the
proceedings" and suggesting that Anyon be entitled to have the conviction
entered as an acquittal.34 A reply arrived on 7 November from James
Cornelius O'Dowd, the DJAG,35 concurring with Sprot's view and adding,
'I therefore hereby quash the conviction and request you to have the entry
thereof erased'.36 Anyon was refunded his forgone good conduct pay of
£3.11.lid,37 but the War Office would not let the matter drop. Clode sent the
papers in the case to the law officers, Sir John Coleridge and Sir George
Jessel, pointing out that no communication had been made to the Secretary
of State, Edward Cardwell, nor to the Commander-in-Chief before
O'Dowd's letter of 7 November was written. Neither Cardwell nor the Duke
of Cambridge would desire to approve its contents, nor to give directions to
carry into effect the DJAG's (and therefore the JAG's) decision, 'unless a
responsibility, legal or constitutional, rests upon them to do so'.
The question posed was, therefore, whether it was within the legal
function or official competency of the JAG's office to issue such directions as
contained in O'Dowd's letter; indeed, whether the role of the JAG was that of
a judge, 'supreme in authority', or only of a legal adviser assisting the military
authorities with his counsel when so requested. Clode directed the Law
Officers to the propositions within his own works on the Military Forces of
the Crown and on Military and Martial Law which we have cited previously,
and also to the evidence of two former JAGs, Thomas Headlam and John R.
Mowbray, and of a former DJAG, Vemon Lushington QC, to the Royal
Commission on Courts-Martial which had reported in 1869.38 From this
evidence, an advisory not a judicial function was to be inferred, according to
Clode. On 16 May 1873, in consequence, the law officers were asked:
(1) Whether the office of Judge Advocate General is judicial in any
and what sense; upon whom his judgments are binding, and how they
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should be delivered or recorded; and (2) whether the letter of the 7th
November 1872 [by O'Dowd] is binding upon the Constitutional and
Military Authorities of the Crown?
On 23 May, the law officers replied,
(1) We are of opinion that the Office of Judge Advocate General is not
in any sense judicial but ministerial. His duty is to give advice and not
to pronounce judgment. It follows that this opinion is not binding as
the person to whom the advice is given may decline to follow it,
although no doubt in practice it is not usual to disregard it. (2) We are
of opinion that the letter of 7th November 1872 is not binding on the
Constitutional and Military Authorities of the Crown.39
In the light of this opinion, the response of Phillimore, the JAG, was not to
challenge the law officers' opinion that his office was advisory, but to
observe that if his views on the legality of courts-martial were to be ignored
by the military authorities,
it follows that a man who is morally and legally innocent may suffer
the penalties of guilt by the act of the executive in deliberately
sustaining the erroneous action of a Court-Martial, which though
rightly appreciating the facts of the case misapprehended its duty in
dealing with these facts.40
Such an outcome would obviously be offensive to the spirit of
constitutionalism and of the rule of law espoused by Phillimore. The
difficulty was that there existed a competing constitutional principle
surrounding the administration of military law whereby, in Clode's view,
In these courts [-martial] the whole judicial power is held by the
President and officers ... but... finding and sentence, until confirmed
by the Officer under whose authority the Court has been summoned,
are interlocutory.41
Thus, while the War Office had no objection to restoring to Private Anyon
his arrears of pay, it took comfort in the law officers' opinion of the JAG's
status. As Lord Lansdowne, the Under-Secretary of State, wrote to Cardwell
in January 1874, 'As a judicial decision, the letter [of O'Dowd] is worthless;
as advice tendered upon the merits of the case, it holds good'.42
In preparation for the law officers' opinion, Clode had drafted a
memorandum contrasting the 'traditional' (advisory) with the 'modern'
(judicial) theory of the JAG's functions. If the new theory were to prevail,
he suggested, it would entail a fundamental recasting of the JAG's role, with
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the latter refusing to advise in any particular case on the ground of role
conflict. More seriously, Clode added,
Obviously to transfer the judicial power from the Officers of the Court
to the Judge Advocate would be an organic change in the whole
system of discipline and in the constitution of Courts-Martial. The
practice, the usages of the Service, and the discipline of the Army
hitherto have been within the knowledge and competency of the
military judges amenable as such to the Crown [as Commander-inChief] for the discharge of their Court-Martial duties.43
The heart of the matter, Clode added some months later, was whether legal
technicalities highlighted by the JAG ought to prevail over commanding
officers' assessments of the requirements of military discipline and order.
Thus:
Whether such advice [of the JAG] should be acted upon is dependent
on many other considerations than the bare opinion of the Judge
Advocate-General that the "finding" is not consistent with the
evidence or the "sentence" with the law. The discipline of the Army
may be imperilled or other questions raised upon which the
responsible Ministers or Military Officers should be heard before the
Record of the Court-Martial should be annulled. This advice,
therefore, like that of any other legal officer, may or may not be
accepted as those Ministers or Authorities, who alone are responsible
to the Crown for the discipline of the Army, shall see fit.44
Though Clode was concerned to refute the legal arguments in support of
the judicial theory and to reinforce the doctrinal basis of the advisory theory,
the above remarks focused on the adverse consequences which would flow
from embracing the 'new' conception of the JAG. This was music to the
ears of Sir Garnet Wolseley, at that time the Assistant Adjutant-General.
For:
No-one but a soldier can fully appreciate the evil effects produced by
the proceedings of a Court-Martial being quashed after the
promulgation of the sentence, and perhaps after it has been carried
out, or, as in this [Anyon's] particular instance, after the lapse of many
years. It gives a serious shock to the foundations upon which
discipline rests, by causing soldiers to look to an authority outside the
Army, and not to their own officers for justice: in this respect it is
injurious to one of the first principles that all military institutions are
based upon.45
Both Clode and Wolseley spoke to the particular value of regimental
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discipline and justice which, certainly in the case of Wolseley, is
understandable if not necessarily axiomatic as the fountain of justice.
Wolseley was prepared to accept a legal power being granted to the
Commander-in-Chief (as distinct from the JAG) to correct a mistake
concerning, say, a sentence, but would not be prepared to see the
proceedings themselves impugned. He certainly would not welcome such
power being granted to, or assumed to be possessed by, the JAG. 'It seems
to be opposed to all common sense', he added, 'to depute to any one in
London [the JAG] the power of sitting in judgment upon a case tried, say,
in Cape Town.'46
If a judicial role were possessed by the JAG, that would only lessen the
sense of responsibility on the part of confirming officers, confident that
their mistakes would be rectified formally. An advisory JAG, on the other
hand, still left sole responsibility for legality where it properly belonged, in
the hands of confirming officers who, in the vast majority of cases, reached
their decisions without consulting the JAG. In any case, Wolseley
concluded, the appropriateness of the legal mind to military affairs was
doubted.
The fewer the legal technicalities introduced into the procedure of
Military Courts the better, for it is not possible that those who must
necessarily administer justice in any army should be possessed of the
forensic knowledge of professional lawyers. A Court-Martial can
never be more than a rude tribunal, making use of a simple form of
procedure suited for time of war, and the less its decisions are
disturbed by the Judge Advocate-General the better it will be for the
Army.47
General Richard (later Lord) Airey, the Adjutant-General,48 reported in
May 1873 that the Duke of Cambridge concurred with Clode and Wolseley.
The 'greatest inconvenience will ensue', and soldiers will 'look to an
authority outside the army' if the new theory were to prevail. Any direct
communication between the JAG's office and commanding officers (as in
Anyon's case) was particularly unfortunate and damaging for discipline.
When the matter was discussed by government ministers in the same month,
the view from the Horse Guards was endorsed. The Under-Secretary of
State, the Marquess of Lansdowne, echoed Clode's critique not only of the
JAG's legal position, but also of his political position as a member of
parliament and privy councillor. Those offices seemed to Lansdowne
inconsistent with the function of the JAG as adviser to the court-martial and
to the confirming officer (he might have added that such offices were also
inconsistent with the holding of a judicial post, were that to be the correct
view of the JAG's status). The JAG ought to possess, in his judgment, the
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'duties of a permanent and non-political officer, not those of a separate
Parliamentary official, to whose independent authority a direct appeal may
be made by any soldier against the sentence of a military court'.49
Clode himself had argued in his Military Forces of the Crown™ that at
the start of the nineteenth century there had been no such office as that of
Secretary of State for War and, as the army was then under the personal
command of the sovereign who sought to exclude the involvement of
government ministers in its administration, the JAG, in the name of the
crown, remitted capital punishments and dismissed officers. However, as
constitutional pressures grew for the intermediation of a government
minister through whom the crown's prerogative power of commanding and
disciplining the army under military law might be conducted, the expedient
was adopted of making the office of JAG a political one, the appointee
changing with changes in governments and being created a privy councillor.
But the subsequent creation of the office of Secretary of State for War and
the Colonies (in 1830) and Secretary of State for War (1854) introduced
political accountability in this area, rendering superfluous, according to
Clode and the Horse Guards, the political role of the JAG.51 In practical
terms, also, according to Clode,
the injury to the administration of military law, in having an entire
novice introduced first to learn the specialities of, and then to
administer, military justice, has surely been prejudicial to the
discipline of the Army in proportion to his direct interference with
Court-Martial sentences."
That opinion perhaps owed as much to professional jealousy as to
professional judgment. Certainly instances of dubious legal advice offered
by previous incumbents, such as that of Thomas Headlam in the Crawley
affair," could be cited, but it is questionable whether the administration of
military law was any more prejudiced by the introduction of a new JAG on
each change of government than was the War Office on a change of
Secretary of State. In both cases, the permanent officials were not without
experience of administering their respective departments.
The response of Sir Robert Phillimore, the acting JAG, to the arguments
of Clode, Wolseley and Airey did not substantially add to the points he had
previously made,54 though he did point out that Clode's accusation of. a
threat to military discipline posed by the JAG's interventions in courtmartial proceedings was misconceived. Out of 7,238 GCMs and DCMs
reviewed by Phillimore's office in 1872, in only 21 cases did the prisoner
escape punishment by the quashing of the proceedings.
Phillimore was to resign his post shortly thereafter to be replaced by
Acton S. Ayrton, who had been First Commissioner of Works since October
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1869.55 Nonetheless, Cardwell had hoped to call upon Phillimore to discuss
how to prepare Ayrton regarding the controversy over the status of the JAG.
'In the meanwhile', added Cardwell, ' I have given him [Ayrton] all the
papers to study as an initiation to the duties of an office which it is the
fashion to call a sinecure'."
Clode would not have been impressed. He was contemptuous of the
learning of those who had held the office since the early 1860s, and who
now espoused the new doctrine of the JAG's judicial role. Sir Colman
O'Loghlen, who had held the office from December 1868 to January 1871,
had been in the post for only five months when he pronounced on the JAG's
judicial function. His successor, R. Davison, who held the office for only six
months until his death, issued his first letter quashing a conviction just eight
days after assuming the position. Phillimore, appointed from the Admiralty
Division of the High Court temporarily on Davison's death, possessed,
according to Clode, little appreciation of the responsibilities of the office
and of the importance of discipline as one of the first principles of military
institutions. The previous holders of the office from the early 1860s also
came in for criticism from Clode. Sir John Mowbray's (1858-59 and
1866-68) summarising to the Royal Commission on Courts-Martial of the
provisions of military law between 1688 and 1717 was described by Clode
as 'unique' and mistaken. During Headlam's regime (1859-66) the latter's
flawed advice had led to embarrassing setbacks in a number of high-profile
courts-martial, including those of Lieutenant Allen, Captain Smale [sic] and
Colonel Crawley himself," who had been prosecuted on Headlam's advice.
'Before, therefore, Mr. Headlam is accepted against me as an overwhelming
authority upon military law', Clode counselled, 'these cases should be
examined.'58
The dispute was deadlocked and had assumed the proportions of a
theological debate. The proponents of the JAG's judicial function ultimately
resorted to the credo that such power was inherent, while Clode could find
no evidence for the express conferral of judicial power, from which only an
advisory role could be inferred. He echoed (or perhaps he prompted) the
Horse Guards' complaint that the judicial records of courts-martial were
now being reversed without any legal authority and contrary to the needs of
military discipline and order.59
THE DISPUTE RE-IGNITED
Over the next few years the matter remained quiet. No significant
confrontation between the JAG and the Adjutant-General's branch over the
legality of court-martial proceedings appears to have occurred during this
period. But the issue was far from dead. It surfaced again during the
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hearings of the House of Commons Select Committee on the Mutiny and the
Marine Mutiny Acts in July 1878.60 Interestingly, the spokesman for the
JAG's office, James O'Dowd, the DJAG, in giving his evidence to the
committee (on which sat the JAG himself, G.A.F. Cavendish-Bentinck),
chose not to defend the proposition that the office was judicial rather than
advisory. Questioned by the JAG, he outlined the current practice of review
of proceedings by his office after confirmation and recited the events in the
Anyon case many years previously. He explained that after examining the
papers, 'I wrote to the commanding officer of the regiment stating that I
quite concurred with him that the conviction of this soldier [Anyon] should
be entered as an acquittal, that it should be quashed in fact'.61
In whichever manner that answer might be interpreted (whether
encouragement or command), there could be no confusion in respect to a
subsequent question from the committee's chairman, Sir William Harcourt,
who asked, 'I suppose there can be no doubt, in point of fact, that at present
the Judge Advocate General's office is not in law a judicial office?' to which
O'Dowd replied unequivocally, 'That is so settled'.62 He further endorsed
the description by Lord Cranworth, the Lord Chancellor, during the
Crawley affair, of the JAG as a Judex Advocatus, that is, a judicial
assessor.63
That the DJAG might differ in his judgment from the JAG on the central
question was, perhaps, an occupational trait. Clode's condemnation of
successive JAGs (above) did not extend to their DJAGs, that is, to Stephen
Denison, who had held the post between 1851 and 1864, and Vernon
Lushington (1864-69), for whom he had considerable respect. Yet with
perverse timing the dispute flared up again just after O'Dowd's evidence to
the select committee. Lance-Corporal Johnson of the 45th Regiment had
been convicted before an RCM at Shomcliffe, near Folkestone. It was later
discovered that the court which had convicted him was two members short
and that it had not been impracticable to assemble a full court. O'Dowd
wrote to the commanding officer of the south-eastern district in August
1878 stating that, 'The Court being illegally constituted, the whole of the
proceedings are null and void and no course is open to you but to cause the
prisoner to be relieved of all the consequences of the conviction.'64
The commanding officer, Colonel Sarel, contacted the AdjutantGeneral, General Sir Charles Ellice, informing him that another 50 similar
cases concerning the 45th Regiment had been so decided. The Assistant
Adjutant-General, Major-General W.K. Elles, thought that the Commanderin-Chief would have no option but to quash the convictions. That would not,
however, end the matter. The revelation of mass illegal convictions would
not be conducive to good discipline, the commanding officer could face
civil proceedings for false imprisonment and wrongly imprisoned non-
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commissioned officers who had been reduced to the ranks had already been
replaced.63 Moreover, from the returns received by the Adjutant-General's
branch the problem was widespread and not confined to the 45th
Regiment.66
In an effort to salvage the legal position and to overcome O'Dowd's
finding, the Adjutant-General's branch passed the papers both to Clode and
to the law officers, Sir John Holker and Hardinge Giffard (later Lord
Halsbury). While Clode canvassed the concept of voidable proceedings and
concluded that the hearings remained valid, the law officers, after
considerable tortuous reasoning, accepted that the central question was
whether it was impracticable to convene a full court. As it was not, the
proceedings were flawed.67
Further disagreements between the Horse Guards and Clode on the one
hand and the JAG's office on the other over the latter's instruction to quash
courts-martial also emerged. One dispute was whether a barrack-sergeant,
that is, a retired soldier who had taken up subsequent employment as a
'keeper' of a barracks, remained subject to military law. Another question
was whether an army reservist could be tried for desertion when he had
fraudulently enlisted in a regular brigade, thus preventing him from
undertaking his reserve duty. As Major-General Elles minuted despairingly
to the Under-Secretary of State, Viscount Bury, 'With the legal arguments
in this case, we are quite unable to cope' ,68
This further succession of legal disputes in the late 1870s prompted the
preparation of another clutch of memoranda from Clode and Ellice
assessing the functions of the JAG. Exasperated by the continued resistance
of the JAG to play the role allotted to him in Clode's writings, the latter now
evidently concluded that only the cabinet could resolve the impasse as a
matter of policy. In his paper, 'The Office of the Judge-Advocate-General
Ministerial only, and not Judicial',69 he went briefly over the history of the
dispute, referring to Anyon's and to other cases in the early 1870s and
concluding that although the old Mutiny Act and Articles of War defined the
JAG's duties as advisory (although he failed to detail relevant provisions),
the most recent legislation, the Army Regulation and Discipline Act 1879,
was silent as to his office. 'It rests, therefore, with the Cabinet to adjust his
official duties as they deem best for the public interest.'70
To buttress his case, Clode prepared a further memorandum four days
later, posing the question whether, 'Viewed in its constitutional aspect the
administration of Military Law can be left upon its present basis'.71 His
proposal was for a wholesale recasting of the role of the JAG. He reiterated
that the wording of the patent and of the warrants of the JAG formulated in
1715 and 1808 respectively no longer reflected the governance of the army
in 1879. The JAG's written authority had been premised on his role as
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personal adviser to the sovereign, who personally governed the army
through the exercise of the Royal Prerogative. But since those times,
parliamentary scrutiny of the army had expanded. The army was now
governed by statute law, with a select committee of the House of Commons,
hitherto unprecedented, investigating its operation. The Army Estimates
were likewise a matter for parliamentary accountability while the Secretary
of State for War, unlike the since abolished post of Secretary at War, which
was purely a financial post with no political accountability, assumed
political responsibility for military business. In particular, under the War
Office Act 1870, matters of command, promotion and discipline eventually
fell within the Secretary of State's remit apart from duties allocated by
Order in Council in 1870 to the Commander-in-Chief, and to the holders of
the parliamentary posts of Surveyor-General and Financial Secretary.72 In
consequence, Clode suggested that the office of JAG could become nondepartmental, as was the case with the law officers of the crown, who
advised the Secretary of State (as distinct from advising the sovereign).
Alternatively, the JAG could be made a subordinate minister to the
Secretary of State, similar to the Surveyor-General. In either case, it was
implied, the JAG should not possess the legal power to go above the heads
of the Commander-in-Chief, or the Adjutant-General or the Secretary of
State. It would also follow that the role of the JAG should be confined to
responding, when requested, to the call from the Adjutant-General for
advice on any matter of military law and practice which general officers
commanding might have addressed in the first instance to the AdjutantGeneral's department. Indeed, Clode complained, the 'evil of the present
system' was illustrated by the case papers he was handling in which appeals
were being lodged by the military authorities to the Secretary of State from
the decisions of the JAG. Under Clode's proposal, the JAG could also look
to the Secretary of State to assume political responsibility for court-martial
decisions which attracted criticism in parliament.
In anticipation of cabinet involvement, further memoranda were
prepared for the Secretary of State, F.A.Stanley.13 One such paper on the
relationship between the JAG and the Commander-in-Chief argued that
decisions on the confirmation of GCMs were actually made by the
sovereign in the light of the written submissions of the Commander-inChief. By contrast, a prior audience with the JAG where the latter advised
on confirmation was concluded by the sovereign assenting to the advice by
inclining her head. No verbal or written evidence of her assent (unless she
were away from London) existed. The Adjutant-General inferred, in
consequence, that the JAG's role was secondary to that of the Commanderin-Chief in the confirmation procedure.74
The Horse Guards, indeed, had previously explored a scheme to
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diminish the JAG's role in reviewing court-martial proceedings. In May
1877, following instructions from the Secretary of State, Gathorne
Gathorne-Hardy (later Lord Cranbrook), a military committee under the
chairmanship of the Adjutant-General, Ellice, had recommended the
creation of a 'military' JAG's department which would be a branch of the
Adjutant-General's office. All correspondence on points of law would
initially be dealt with by that department and the papers of all courtsmartial, after promulgation of findings, would be sent to the deputy judgeadvocate 'at Army Head-Quarters', the DJ-A being answerable to the
Adjutant-General, not to the JAG."
The Adjutant-General would then undertake the monitoring of decisions
to identify irregularities in charges and procedure and any excessive
sentences. The civil JAG would still remain open to petition by individual
soldiers and would be available as a 'court of reference, final appeal and
adviser to the Commander-in-Chief in all questions of military law' on a
permissive rather than a mandatory basis (the status of the Judge Advocate
of the Fleet vis-à-vis the Admiralty (now the Navy Board of the Defence
Council) was not wholly dissimilar). The idea, in short, was that the JAG
would be a fall-back source of legal advice in the event that the AdjutantGeneral's branch, incorporating an intermediate military JAG's department,
could not resolve difficult questions of law whose resolution by the JAG
would not pose a threat to the requirements of military discipline.76
The Secretary of State's cabinet paper of February 1880 conveyed the
clear impression that he sympathised greatly with the Horse Guards'
frustration with the legal interventions of the JAG.
It is difficult, if not impossible, to carry out legal rules of evidence or
procedure with the same accuracy of knowledge or skill in Zululand
or Afghanistan as can be done at Aldershot. A judge as such could
make no allowance or distinction in these cases, and the discipline of
the Army on active service might be seriously imperilled by decisions
on matters of form rather than substance by a judge sitting in Great
George Street [the offices of the JAG] or in an open Court at
Westminster.77
Yet two months after preparing his spirited case to scale down the JAG's
authority, his government fell.

MORGAN, MARRIOTT AND WOLSELEY
When G. Osborne Morgan became JAG in May 1880 in Gladstone's second
administration, he, like his predecessors, was soon plunged into controversy
over the persistent question of the status of the JAG vis-à-vis the
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Commander-in-Chief. In a memorandum to the Under-Secretary of State,
Earl Morley, he conceded that Anyon's case and the law officers' opinion
thereon (supra) were decisive in confirming the JAG's advisory, not
judicial, role (though he noted that a predecessor, Sir Stephen Cave, JAG
between 1874 and 1875, had adhered to the 'new' view). Nonetheless, he
vigorously rejected the Adjutant-General's accusation that the JAG 'passes
considerably beyond the domain of the law' and into that of military
discipline.78 Moreover, he opposed the proposal of the Adjutant-General that
the JAG should no longer communicate directly with the confirming officer
as to the legality of proceedings but only with the Horse Guards, 'leaving it
to them to act or not to act upon those views' of the JAG.79 A consequence
of such a change would be that the JAG would remain accountable to the
sovereign and to parliament, but 'for acts over which he had no real
control', that is, for decisions regarding the legality of proceedings. No
public officer would consent to such an arrangement, he pleaded. If the
military authorities felt obliged to consult the Secretary of State before
rejecting the JAG's legal advice, that would place an additional burden on
the Secretary of State and would constitute an appeal from a lawyer to a lay
person which, on a pure question of law, 'would seem a little out of place'.80
The trading of arguments consequently continued unabated. In 1883, the
temperature increased by a degree or two. In that year, Privates Ross and
Fox of the Sussex Regiment had been convicted by court-martial (probably
by a DCM). In due course, the record of the proceedings was transmitted to
the JAG's office where it was observed that the convening authority, in this
instance the general officer commanding the district, had appointed as
president of the court a 'Field Officer from Brighton'. The actual appointee
was chosen by someone other than the convening officer. This procedure,
held the JAG, failed to comply with section 48(9) of the Army Act 1881
which invested the convening officer with a personal discretion, which
could not be delegated, in the selection of a president.81
When Wolseley, the Adjutant-General, received the papers, he disputed
the JAG's ruling that the court was illegally convened and insisted that the
convening officer's order was 'in accordance with Army custom'. Indeed,
as he pointed out, the JAG in the previous year had declared a similar
instance as being merely irregular, not illegal.82 The JAG, in reply, drew
attention to a directive which had been issued by the Horse Guards in the
light of his previous criticism, which had resulted in no further
contravention of the act until the Brighton case. But in reply Morgan
concluded: 'I really have no option but either to hold the proceedings
illegal, or to acquiesce permanently in what I consider to be a breach of the
law.'83
As with so many cases in the past, the legal dispute broadened to
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encompass the respective roles of the JAG and the Horse Guards vis-à-vis
court-martial decisions. The JAG insisted that on 'pure' questions of
military law not affecting discipline, as in the instant case,84 his
interpretation was 'final', a proposition which he evidently did not consider
contradicted his earlier 'admission' regarding the significance of the Anyon
case. Moreover, if resort were to be had to the opinion of the law officers,
as Wolseley was intending, one might as well dispense with the JAG's
office, opined Morgan. The issue was one of constitutional significance, and
should be raised first with the Secretary of State before involving the law
officers.85
On 2 November 1883, Wolseley wrote to the Secretary of State, the
Marquess of Hartington (later the 8th Duke of Devonshire). His tone was
distinctly one of long-standing exasperation. The disagreements between
the two departments had never been settled, nor did it seem likely that any
correspondence between the Adjutant-General and the JAG would resolve
them. The matter ought now to be one for the law officers and the cabinet
as the situation was tending to grow worse and the maintenance of
discipline in the army was becoming correspondingly more difficult. It was,
moreover, essential for the Adjutant-General to retain the option of
obtaining the law officers' opinion on rulings of the JAG which affected
discipline. The law officers, he added, had on several occasions reversed the
JAG's erroneous decisions. With legal technicalities involving intricate
points looming so large in court-martial proceedings, there was, he
believed, compelling need for some appellate jurisdiction beyond that of the
JAG. The political argument previously put by Morgan against the opening
up of the question of the JAG's status, that is, that it would 'provoke great
and vehement discussion and opposition, both in and out of Parliament',86
was dismissed by Wolseley as scaremongering. An earlier argument,
advanced by a former JAG, Sir Stephen Cave, that the soldier would lose
his right of 'appeal' if the JAG's status were altered was also ridiculed by
Wolseley. The claim demonstrated that Cave,
really knew very little of our soldiers or their ways, or their modes of
thought, for if he had had any experience of them he would have
realised the fact that the very existence of such a public Officer as the
Judge-Advocate-General is known to very few, if indeed to any of our
soldiers; few of them have ever heard of him, and still fewer, if any,
have any notion of what are his functions or his duties.87
For the Horse Guards, the indisputable preference was for the soldier to
look only to his officer for justice and for the rectification of any wrongs.
The soldier always had the opportunity of taking his grievances to superior
officers elsewhere if his own regimental officers were unsympathetic or
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oppressive. For a soldier to call upon an 'outside' legal authority would
destroy those 'bonds of union' which were indispensable to army existence.
Wolseley continued in reflective mood:
With all due deference I may say that a lawyer can never comprehend
the conditions of a soldier's life, or the mode in which order can alone
be effectively maintained in an army. His professional training
prevents him from understanding these points, his mind runs into the
legal grooves which his peculiar education has worn there. Educated
to regard with veneration the hedges and ditches which fence round
and protect the civil liberty and insure the freedom of action and of
thought of the individual citizen, he comes to regard the position of a
countryman, unprovided with courts of appeal, with feelings
somewhat akin to those which influenced Wilberforce when he
contemplated a slave. He can see no good reason why there should be
that strongly marked line of demarcation between the soldier and the
citizen; no necessity for enacting that the soldier, whilst living in the
midst of a civil community should be governed by laws more drastic
and more despotic than those under which that civil community exists.
He cannot understand why it is that a more practical - more roughly
constituted, if you will — machinery is required in any army for the
purpose of ascertaining the guilt or innocence of the accused than in
civil life. But that such is the case is well known to all who have lived
long amongst soldiers and who from experience know what a danger
to the peace of a neighbourhood, what a drawback to the comfort of
any civil community, is the presence among them of soldiers not
bound together by the strictest form of discipline based upon a code
of laws and regulations and customs, the stringent nature of which is
in no way required for maintaining order in the community at large.88
Popular attitudes to soldiers were scarcely favourable in the nineteenth
century except in the immediate aftermath of a successful campaign overseas.
While the intensity of public contemptuousness had abated to some degree in
the latter part of the century, the disruption wrought on local communities by
soldiers prone to disorderly behaviour frequently reached the ears of
parliament. Outraged members (often representing Irish Catholic
constituencies) would be promised courts of inquiry and undertakings from
the Secretary of State that commanding officers would not be absolved of their
responsibility.89 Thus, Wolseley, it was implied, was acting pro bono publico
by enforcing a 'roughly constituted' system of military justice. As to Morgan's
arguments, they seemed, accused Wolseley, more concerned with maintaining
the dignity of the office of the JAG than with discipline in the army:
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That high functionary exists solely for the object of aiding the military
authorities in their endeavours to maintain discipline in the Army, and
of taking care that their efforts in this direction are based upon the
principles of justice embodied in the Army Act.90
Those objectives were put at risk, claimed Wolseley, whenever the
'quirks and quibbles of the civil lawyer are introduced into the process'. The
JAG's ruling in the Brighton case was just such a case. Far from employing
the 'language of judicial advice but not of authority', the JAG was not
inhibited from issuing a positive order to the general officer commanding
the south-eastern district conveyed directly to him and by-passing the
Commander-in-Chief in whose hands were placed by the sovereign the
command and discipline of the army.
The guilty soldier is thus taught to look for protection beyond those
whom, from the moment he enlists, he is told to regard as his natural
protectors, and to whom he is to look for justice and by this
proceeding the bonds of discipline are seriously weakened.91
The irony of the situation was that as a result of the JAG's activities,
miscarriages of justice could occur where prisoners were wrongly released,
without the Commander-in-Chief's involvement or his objections being
heard.
The Duke of Cambridge wholeheartedly endorsed Wolseley's lengthy
memorandum, which had sought to stress not only the practical differences
dividing the Horse Guards from the JAG, but also the philosophical or
cognitive differences between the soldier and the lawyer.92 He wrote to his
Adjutant-General: 'I send you back your most excellent Memorandum on
the JAG's position and his spurious claims which to my mind are wholly
untenable.'™ Yet this approach apparently enjoyed no more success than
previous complaints from the Horse Guards. The Secretary of State, the
Marquess of Hartington, seemed embarrassed at being asked to refer the
specific legal point to the law officers. As to the JAG communicating
directly with the confirming officer instead of through the AdjutantGeneral, this did not seem to the Secretary of State a matter of any
significance given that it remained for the Horse Guards to issue any
relevant orders in consequence of the JAG's finding of an illegal decision.94
Though Wolseley responded in a spirited fashion, both pointing out that the
Commander-in-Chief might be faced with a fait accompli where the JAG
had communicated directly with the confirming officer, and reiterating the
Anyon doctrine, the Marquess was unmoved.
Another legal dispute soon broke out between Morgan's successor, Sir
William Marriott, and the general officer commanding Dublin district,
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Lieutenant-General Lord Clarina. The former had declared that a DCM
finding should be set aside since the names of only three out of the five
members of the court had been included in the record of the proceedings.
This was the last straw for Wolseley. He wrote to Sir Robert Thompson, the
Permanent Under-Secretary at the War Office, scarcely suppressing his
anger. The whole of the JAG's functions were still in a 'very unsatisfactory
state' and the question had been in the Secretary of State, Lord Hartington's,
in-tray when the latter had gone out of office in June 1885.95 Shortly after
Wolseley wrote to Thompson, there appeared in The Times96 an article
criticising the standards of justice at courts-martial and making suggestions
for the reconstitution of courts-martial involving the adoption of a
permanent president. The implication was that a more legalistic and less
'rough and ready' approach be adopted. The appearance of the anonymous
article offered Wolseley a further opportunity to vent his spleen against the
office of the JAG. As he wrote in a lengthy comment to Thompson:
The article in The Times was, I presume, written by Mr. O'Dowd [of
the JAG's office], and states his views. These views would be shared
by few of our Judges and magistrates and by a still smaller proportion
of our experienced officers. After a long service in the Army in all
parts of the world, I declare it to be my opinion based on experience
that all ranks in our Army receive substantial justice and that the
Soldier is well aware of this. The exceptions to the rule are often cases
in which professional lawyers are introduced with all their fiddlefaddle of legal technicalities.97
Wolseley added that with several cases of disagreement between the JAG
and the Commander-in-Chief having been laid by the latter before the
Secretary of State, W.H. Smith, in Salisbury's Conservative administration;
with the hostility of the JAG to seeing those cases go to the law officers; and
with the reluctance of the Secretary of State actually to forward them, the
task of those entrusted with upholding army discipline was not eased.98
Salisbury's government fell a month later, and Wolseley was soon
knocking on the door of Smith's successor at the War Office, Henry
Campbell-Bannerman. Though Campbell-Bannerman was considered by
the Horse Guards to be a more welcome choice for the office than
Gladstone's original preference, Hugh Childers, who had held the post of
Secretary of State between 1880 and 1882 and whose reappointment Queen
Victoria had successfully resisted,99 Wolseley's grievance was not remedied.
Indeed (and here the picture becomes less clear), there is some evidence that
the argument was resolved by the Secretary of State in favour of the JAG,
not the Horse Guards. For among the Campbell-Bannerman papers in the
British Library is a letter written to him by O'Dowd in 1892 where the latter
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was discussing the proposals of a previous House of Commons select
committee on the Army Estimates, which covered the vote for the JAG's
office. The select committee100 had reported that the sum voted for the
permanent staff of the office was amply sufficient for the work undertaken
but that 'some highly placed person ought to stand between the soldier and
the possible oppression of the military authorities' (thereby echoing the
view of the JAG, Sir William Marriott).101 O'Dowd continued: "This
addition could hardly have been made if the committee were aware of your
(?) settlement of 1886 under which it became clear that the Military
Authorities must accept the Law from the JAG without question.'102
No irrefutable evidence for this 1886 'settlement' has yet been
unearthed.103 But correspondence between J.W. Mellor, who was JAG at the
time, and Campbell-Bannerman seems to point in that direction. Mellor had
written to the Secretary of State in response to the accusation of the
Adjutant-General that the JAG's activities in bringing about the premature
release of convicted prisoners were prejudicing discipline in the army.104
However, in defence of the status quo, Mellor claimed that his interventions
to ensure the upholding of legality in court-martial proceedings were both
familiar to, and appreciated by, the rank-and-file.105 He reiterated that his
office merely delivered opinions to the confirming officer and that it
eschewed the 'language of command or even direction'. In particular, he
expressed 'grave objection' to Wolseley's proposal to require the JAG to
transmit his review findings to the Adjutant-General's department and not
to the confirming officer. If such a change in procedure were to be
implemented, the Adjutant-General, self-evidently a 'military man' as
distinct from a lawyer, would then be free to reject the JAG's legal opinion
and to canvass views on it among ministers, themselves not lawyers and not
conversant with the workings of the Army Act, or to have the question
referred to the 'other' law officers of the crown. Mellor concluded:
The Judge Advocate General is himself a Law Officer of the Crown
appointed by the Queen to advise upon Military Law; [his authority
derives] not merely [from] his personal dignity but [from] his ability
to act upon his independence and his freedom in giving his opinion in
a judicial sense, having regard solely to that duty without regard to
anything but well established principles. The Army Act [1881] now
alone rules the procedure of Courts-Martial. The custom of war in
these matters no longer exists. It is the right of the soldier that the Act
shall be conformed to.106
For three months, Campbell-Bannerman mulled over Mellor's lengthy
minute and over the extensive documentation submitted on the other side.
Eventually, in late September 1886, he delivered a concise and authoritative
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reply. 'I have given much consideration to all these papers and I am glad to
express my perfect concurrence in the above minute of the JAG. It lays down
temperately and clearly what I believe to be the proper course of procedure.'107
That conclusion seemed clear enough. As between the Horse Guards on
the one hand and the JAG's legal authority on the other, the independence
of the latter, in having his rulings respected by the Adjutant-General and the
Commander-in-Chief, was vindicated by the Secretary of State. Indeed,
some years later, when the law officers were consulted as to whether the
JAG was adviser to the sovereign or to the military authorities, they found
the weight of authority to be in favour of the former proposition. They
added (somewhat ungrammatically) that in respect to DCMs where the
JAG's functions had assumed their present form (that is, in 1904) as a
matter of convenience of administration,
the Sovereign having the ultimate power of review, which, in case the
suggestion of the Judge-Advocate-General were disregarded by the
Commanding Officer, [such review] would presumably be exercised
constitutionally in accordance with the advice of the Judge-AdvocateGeneral.108
Thus, on matters of legal pronouncement, the Horse Guards was now
effectively isolated. Nonetheless, as we shall see in the concluding section
of this paper, the political authority of the JAG after Campbell-Bannerman's
'settlement' was about to be severely punctured prior to its eventual
extinction. Paradoxically, however, the Horse Guards was merely an
interested spectator in this development,watching, no doubt smugly, from
the sidelines.
CONCLUSION
We have seen that despite Wolseley's strenuous campaigning it had proved
an impossible task to persuade the government to his point of view with
regard to the JAG. The latter's parliamentary position had not been
seriously tested since the Crawley affair in 1864, even if his duties were still
shrouded in confusion and controversy as far as the military authorities were
concerned.109 But things were very shortly to change on the parliamentary
front. First, the political focus soon began to alight on the office of the JAG
as his duties came under the scrutiny of the Commons' guardians of the
public purse, most notably, under the gaze of Lord Randolph Churchill in
1887—88."° Second, when controversy also erupted over Sir William
Marriott's private arrangement, while JAG, as legal adviser to the exKhedive of Egypt in the latter's dispute with the Government of Egypt, the
Horse Guards were about to witness the clipping of the wings of this
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troublesome lawyer. The irony was that the long-running dispute between
the JAG and the Adjutant-General contributed virtually nothing to the
recasting of the JAG's constitutional status which followed shortly
thereafter in 1893. From that time on, the office ceased to be political.111 The
holder of the office was no longer a member of government, nor a member
of parliament and, from 1905, though still appointed by the sovereign, he
was made formally accountable to the Secretary of State. Where legal
disputes arose between the JAG and the Horse Guards, it was left to the
Secretary of State, who was answerable to parliament, to make the
definitive ruling on the legality of contested court-martial proceedings, even
though he lacked legal, let alone judicial, authority.
It seems likely that Wolseley, who died aged 80 in 1913 after having been
Commander-in-Chief from 1895 to 1900,112 approved of any change in the
status of the JAG which did not give that officeholder the last word in the
quashing of courts-martial. Wolseley saw himself as the simple appraiser of
the common soldier, and had acquired his analytical skills in an environment
remote from that in which the Socratic dialogue of his legal adversary
thrived. Legal particularity, he believed, was inappropriate when applied to
the case of soldiers for whom a 'rude tribunal' matched their mentalité:
Of this I am certain, that it would be impossible to improve upon the
relations that exist between our officers and our men. The good
soldier has a friend in every officer. The Times article [by O'Dowd]
would have us believe the officer to be a heartless fellow who might
possibly administer justice, but never mete out mercy to his men. All
my experience is opposed to this theory.113
It is perhaps easy for commentators over 100 years later to ridicule such
remarks, which express an unfashionable concoction of paternalism,
noblesse oblige, unitarism and authoritarianism.114 Yet it cannot be ignored
that Wolseley himself emerged from relatively humble origins. Indeed,
remarked two of his biographers, 'a more unpromising start in life for a
Victorian soldier with a career to make could not have been wished upon
him by the harshest of bad fairies'.115
Nonetheless, despite his modest background, shared by few of his
colleagues of the officer class, he repudiated the idea of civil rights for
soldiers as essentially mischievous and misconceived. In this regard, it
might be argued that he was swimming against a gradually rising tide,
barely perceptible at first, but in keeping with the democratic impulses in
civil society which embraced a wider franchise, the beginnings of trade
union rights and the rudiments of an independent status for women.
Paradoxically this was the same Wolseley who stood shoulder-to-shoulder
with Edward Cardwell in introducing his army reforms of 1871-73 and
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whose later years at the Horse Guards were 'chiefly spent, locked in combat
with the reactionary Commander-in-Chief, H.R.H. the Duke of
Cambridge'.116 At least with regard to the JAG he was at one with his
military chief in viewing the office as destructive of military discipline. Yet
it is ironic that the alterations to the functions of the JAG were eventually
made not because the latter was dangerous to the defence of the realm but
because the cabinet concluded the office was 'practically a sinecure [which]
could not be defended in Parliament'."7
APPENDIX
Courts-Martial in the Second Half of the Nineteenth Century
(l)GCMsatHome

•*

only GCM can award DS or PS (four years was the
minimum)

Convening Officer: GOC District

•>

may seek preliminary legal advice of JAG
re prosecution, charges etc.

DJA present, appointed by JAG

generally army officer with military law knowledge;
advised GCM re law; records proceedings, protects
prisoner's legal rights? Could prosecute before 1860 (c/,
Crawley Affair after 1863); places proceedings before JAG

Confirming Officer: The Sovereign
JAG 'advises' or 'adjudges'

•>

re legality
C-in-C advises re sentence

Submits proceedings to Sovereign, advises or adjudges
with view to Sovereign confirming or quashing

•>

remit part or all of sentence; pardon (RP of mercy)?

•*

DS or PS only by GCM

•>

as before

DJA present, appointed by
Convening Office

•*

as before

Confirming Officer: The Sovereign

•>

(2) GCMs Abroad for Officers and
for Serious Offences re ORs
Convening Officer: GOC Foreign
Station; Lord-Lt of Ireland, Gov-Gen
India; Gov of Colony

DS in colonies to be approved by Civil Governor
or 'Person Administering Civil Government'

JAG

-»

as before

C-in-C
(3) GCMs Abroad for Soldiers
(not most serious offences)

•>

as before

•*

presumably DJA offers legal advice re confirmation

Convening Officer: GOC Station; Lord-Lt
of Ireland; Gov-Gen India; Gov of Colony
DJA present, holding appointment
from Convening Officer
Confirming Officer: same as Convening
Officer
JAG for Custody and review;
proceedings transmitted by CM president
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(4) DCMs at Home and Abroad
Convening Officer: GOC District
or Station

•>

may seek preliminary advice of JAG

•>

proceedings transmitted by CM president

DJA not present, unless difficult legal
questions anticipated
Confirming Officer; GOC District
or Station
JAG for Custody and Review
*l
'advise' or 'adjudge' on review? Is
Confirming Officer bound or not
bound to follow JAG's direction?
Minor
Offences

«•

•»

abolished c. 1922

(5) RCMs
Convening Officer: CO, Regiment
No DJA
Confirming Officer: CO, Regiment
'Reviewing' Officer: GOC, Brigade or District
May forward case to JAG for advice
Code:
C-in-C
CM
CO
DCM
DJA
DS
GCM
GOC
• JAG
OR
PS
RCM
RP

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Commander-in-Chief
court-martial
commanding officer
district court-martial
deputy judge advocate
death sentence
general court-martial
general officer commanding
judge advocate general
other ranks
penal servitude
regimental court-martial
royal prerogative
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There are obvious and interesting parallels with the picture painted by Arthurs of how the
rise of legal formalism in the nineteenth-century English legal system resulted in the
attenuation or elimination of rival legal systems to that administered by the superior courts
at Westminster Hall. Legal pluralism was challenged, though paradoxically new pluralistic
institutions and arrangements such as arbitration procedures and partially autonomous
bodies such as welfare tribunals and commissions emerged in place of the fully
autonomous legal system. See H.W. Arthurs, Without the Law: Administrative Justice and
Legal Pluralism in Nineteenth Century England, Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1985.
(PRO) WO32/8730, Lord Lansdowne, Under-Secretary of State, to Gathorne-Hardy,
Secretary of State, May 13, 1873, for this and subsequent detail.
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The actual proceedings of RCMs were often destroyed one year after the hearings though
a record would be kept in the regimental court-martial book and punishment book. It seems
that the papers in the Anyon case somehow survived the clear-out.
(PRO) WO32/8730, 'Memorandum (A)', para. 11. This undated paper was probably
prepared by O'Dowd and revised by Phillimore. Cf., Lieutenant-General J. Sprot, Incidents
and Anecdotes in the Life of Lieutenant-General Sprot, 2 vols., Edinburgh: Gordon Wilson,
1906, 1907.
James Cornelius O'Dowd was DJAG from 1869 to 1899. A powerful official who was
knighted in 1900, he became Professor of Law at the Army Staff College in 1896. He also
wrote pamphlets and works on various military subjects. See, for example, Army Reform:
A Few Words on the Purchase System and Regimental Organization etc. (1868). In the
subsequent controversy to rid the office of JAG of its political links, O'Dowd sought to
persuade the Secretary of State, Henry Campbell-Bannerman, that he (O'Dowd) was
effectively performing the duties of JAG, and therefore ought formally to be given the post
(it would not entail any additional outlay). In the event, the President of the Probate,
Divorce and Admiralty Division of the High Court, Sir Francis Jeune (later Lord St Helier),
was appointed to the post on a non-political basis. See Campbell-Bannerman papers,
British Library Add.Mss., 41233, ff. 74-7, O'Dowd to Campbell-Bannerman, 25 Aug.
1892.
(PRO) WO 32/6869, O'Dowd to Sprot, 7 Nov. 1872.
Ibid., Major J.B.Kirk, commanding 91st Highlanders, to Under-Secretary of State, 20 Jan.
1873.
Second Report of the Commissioners appointed to inquire into the Constitution and
Practice of Courts-Martial in the Army and the Present System of Punishment for Military
Offences, P.P. 1868-69 (C. 4114-1), XII, 141. Whether the evidence of Headlam, Mowbray
and Lushington to the Commission did support Clode's argument was not beyond dispute.
(PRO) WO32/6869, 'Case' [for the Law Officers of the Crown], 16 May 1873; 'Copy
Opinion', J.D. Coleridge and G. Jessel, 23 May 1873. Six years later, the status of the law
officers' opinion was questioned by a government minister, Viscount Bury, who observed
that the 1873 opinion, 'does not make the law, but only declares what they believe to be the
interpretation of it as it exists'. He thought that they had assumed the position to be clearer
than it was. See (PRO) WO32/8730, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State to AdjutantGeneral, 1 Aug. 1879.
Ibid., 'Memorandum (A)', op. cit., para.11.
Ibid., C.M.C., 'Memoranda ....', op. cit., 1.
(PRO) WO32/6869, Lansdowne to Cardwell, 8 Jan. 1874.
(PRO) WO32/8730, C.M.C., 'Memoranda ...', op. cit.,2.
Ibid., 3, 19 March 1873.
Ibid., G.J. Wolseley, 23 April 1873.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
For Airey (1803-81), see Spiers, The Army and Society, op. cit., passim.
Clode, op. cit., 363. It is acutely ironic, therefore, that an influential voice of the military
interest should review the book unfavourably. Thus, 'Though actuated by "the very highest
admiration of the character of the Service" (p.428) as he assures us, his thesis, stated in
plain words, is that military men have a strong natural tendency to tyranny and dishonesty,
and were only kept at all within bounds by the disinterested exertions of the civilians of the
War Department'. The review concluded, 'it appears to us to take a very narrow and
lawyer-like view of a great subject'. See Colburn's United Service Magazine, May 1869,
124, ibid., February 1870, 284.
(PRO) WO32/8730, C.M.C., 'Memoranda ...', op. cit., 2. The office of Secretary at War
was merged with the office of Secretary of State for War in 1855 and abolished in 1863. It
was an anomalous office in that the holder was primarily concerned with the finances of
the army, and he exercised considerably less than complete executive control. Cf. John
Sweetman, War and Administration: The Significance of the Crimean War for the British
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Army, Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press, 1984, ch.VI.
Ibid. As observed in note 35, above, the appointment of a permanent non-political JAG had
to wait a further 20 years when parliamentary controversy erupted over the extra-curricular
activities of the JAG, Sir William Marriott, and over the cost of maintaining him in office.
The details of that development are beyond the scope of this paper.
For the Crawley affair, see note 24 above.
(PRO) WO 32/8730, 'Memorandum (A)', op. cit.
The queen had initially expressed her opposition to appointing Ayrton at a 'private personal
audience' which had been the practice in respect to the granting of Letters Patent to JAGs.
Cardwell apparently arranged instead for the appointment to be made at a meeting of the
Privy Council. See Gladstone papers, British Library Add. Mss. 44761, f. 170, Gladstone
memorandum regarding the appointment of Ayrton as JAG, 5 Aug. 1873. Ayrton's prickly
character and apparent rudeness to those with whom he came into contact professionally,
including Dr (later Sir Joseph) Hooker, the Director of the Royal Botanical Gardens, Kew,
was a matter of widespread public knowledge. Gladstone considered Ayrton a most trying
colleague but nonetheless 'an upright, assiduous and able functionary'. The queen's
personal distaste for Ayrton appeared to spring from a speech by him in December 1866.
A great reform demonstration had taken place in one of the royal parks in front of the
palace but the queen had chosen to ignore it. Ayrton remarked that 'he thought it was one
of the duties of Royalty to show a feeling of sympathy for the living as well as an
affectionate reverence for the memory of the dead [i.e. Prince Albert]'. On these points, see
George Earle Buckle (ed.), The Letters of Queen Victoria, Second Series, vol.1, 290; ibid.,
vol.II, 223-5, 273.
Gladstone papers, British Library Add.Mss.44278, ff.116-17, Cardwell to Phillimore, 20
Aug. 1873; copy enclosed with ibid., ff.14-15, Phillimore to Gladstone, 24 Aug. 1873. The
idea that the Office of JAG was a sinecure was one which was revived with decisive effect
in the late 1880s. See below.
For Allen's case, see Manual of Military Law, op. cit., 128; 30 L.J. (N.S.), Q.B.38; 7 Jurist
(N.S.), 234; Allen v. Boyle, The Times, 4 March 1861 ; for Smales (not Smale) who featured
prominently in the Crawley affair, see Haley, op. cit., 42-109; for Crawley himself, see
ibid., passim.
(PRO) WO32/8730, Chas. M. Clode, 'Memorandum B', 4 July 1873, para.23.
Ibid., para. 26. Phillimore's final remarks in his own memorandum were somewhat
ambiguous. He did no more than 'suggest that the position that a soldier may undergo a
sentence pronounced by the Judge-Advocate-General to be illegal gives rise to very serious
considerations.' See ibid., 'Memorandum (A)', op. cit., para.20.
Report of the House of Commons Select Committee on the Mutiny and Marine Mutiny Acts,
P.P. 1878 (316) X, 253.
Ibid., Q.1151.
Ibid., Q.1155
Ibid., Q.1158. See H.C. Debates, 3rd Series, vol.173, col. 1174, 26 Feb. 1864.
(PRO) WO32/8730, O'Dowd to General Officer Commanding South-Eastern District, 24
Aug. 1878.
Ibid., 'Memorandum of Assistant Adjutant-General', 7 Sept. 1878.
Ibid., 'Minute of the Adjutant-General', n.d.
Ibid., 'Opinion' [for Law Officers of the Crown], 4 Dec. 1878.
Ibid., W.K. Elles to Under-Secretary of State, March 1878.
Ibid., C.M.C. 'The Office of Judge-Advocate-General Ministerial only, and not Judicial',
11 Aug. 1879.
Ibid., 2. Clode noted that the JAG's oath under his Letters Patent was taken not as a judge
but as a privy councillor. Moreover, the JAG's salary was annually voted in the Army
Estimates (rather than under those of legal administration). Both those points were
'sufficient in themselves to dispose of all claims to judicial authority [of the JAG] in
criminal matters of life and death'. See ibid., 1.
Ibid., C.M.C, 'The Administration of Military Law', 15 Aug. 1879.
Copy of Order in Council of 4 June 1870 in Stanhope papers, Kent Archives Office,
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Maidstone, Kent, ref.U1590, 0232/1; another copy in (PRO) WO33/38. The Order in
Council stated that in addition to his military command, the Commander-in-Chief was to
hold responsibility for the discipline of the army, subject to the approval of the Secretary
of State. See also D. Lindsay Keir, The Constitutional History of Modern Britain,
1485-1937, London: Adam and Charles Black, 1946, 496.
Stanley's cabinet paper of 13 Feb. 1880 noted that in a recent case, the cabinet itself had
'reversed' the JAG's recommendation to the sovereign in respect to a particular courtmartial sentence, no cabinet member having previously had knowledge of, let alone having
concurred in, the JAG's submission. See (PRO) WO33/38, 'The Memorandum of the
Secretary of State', 13 Feb. 1880, para.12. Perhaps Stanley considered that cabinet
involvement in the confirmation process was justified in view of the Secretary of State's
responsibility under the Order in Council of 1870 'for the administration of the royal
authority and prerogative in respect of the army'.
(PRO) WO32/8730, C.H. Ellice, 'Memorandum showing present relations of the
Commander-in-Chief to the Judge-Advocate-General ...', 1 March 1880.
There had been conflict in 1875 between the JAG's office and the general officer
commanding Ireland, Sir William Mansfield (later Lord Sandhurst), supported by the Duke
of Cambridge, over the issue whether the deputy Judge-Advocate, an army officer, was an
officer of the GOC or of the JAG. The GOC felt his authority was demeaned when he was
obliged to beseech the JAG to permit the DJ-A to attend a court of inquiry summoned by
the GOC. See ibid., Sandhurst to Sir Stephen Cave, JAG, 31 July 1875; Cave to Sandhurst,
2 Aug. 1875; Deputy Adjutant-General to Under-Secretary of State (Earl Cadogan), 6 Oct.
1875; Cave to Under-Secretary of State, 14 Oct. 1875; General Michael, GOC Ireland, to
Adjutant-General, 7 Feb. 1876.
Ibid., 'Report of Military Committee on the Mutiny Act and Articles of War', 7 June 1877.
(PRO) WO33/38, op. cit., para. 14.
Ibid., C.H. Ellice, 'Memorandum of Adjutant-General of the Army', 12 Feb. 1880; ibid.,
Morgan to Under-Secretary of State (Earl Morley), 4 Nov. 1880, 2. The manuscript version
of Morgan's lengthy letter to Morley is in (PRO) WO83/4, 641-59. Copies of some of the
papers from c. 1880 are also in (PRO) WO33/44 and in the Wolseley Papers, Central
Library, Hove, under reference W/MEM/1/7.
Ibid.
Ibid., 3
Ibid., Morgan to Adjutant-General (Wolseley), 3 Oct. 1883.
Ibid., Wolseley to Permanent Under-Secretary of State (Sir R.W. Thompson), 2 Nov. 1883.
Ibid., Morgan to Permanent Under-Secretary, 14 Nov. 1883.
The prisoners could be, and were, retried.
(PRO) WO33/44, Morgan to Adjutant-General, 31 Oct. 1883.
Ibid., Morgan to Earl Morley, 4 Nov. 1880. This seemed to refer to the unpopularity of the
military authorities. See below.
Ibid., Wolseley to Permanent Under-Secretary of State, 2 Nov. 1883. Cf. 'We will venture
to say that a large proportion of soldiers are not aware that such an official as the Judge
Advocate General exists, and that of those who are aware of his existence not one in a
hundred knows what his functions are': editorial in Colburn's United Service Magazine,
Sept. 1887, 269. The similarity in the wording is intriguing. Morgan's successor, Sir
William Marriott, told parliament in 1887 that 'there was nothing which the soldier valued
more than the knowledge that when he was tried by Court-martial the sentence was revised
not by a military officer but by a civilian who was also a lawyer'. See The Times
Parliamentary Debates, 4 Aug. 1887, col. 455.
(PRO) WO33/44, Wolseley to Permanent Under-Secretary of State, 2 Nov. 1883.
See, for example, H.C. Deb., 3rd Series, vol.297, cols. 1896-1908, 7 May 1885. For more
general observations, see Spiers (1980), op. cit., 73, 93, 116-17, 219; Gwyn HarriesJenkins, The Army in Victorian Society, London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1977, 6, 207;
Allan Ramsey Skelley, The Victorian Army at Home, London: Croom Helm, 1977, 243-7.
(PRO) WO33/44, Wolseley to Permanent Under-Secretary of State, 2 Nov. 1883. Cf.,
Marriott's view that 'The principle of the office was that a civilian should stand between
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the soldier and the military power'. See The Times Parliamentary Debates, 4 Aug. 1887,
col. 455.
(PRO) WO33/44, Wolseley to Permanent Under-Secretary of State, 2 Nov. 1883.
The differences were not apparent in Clode's outlook who, on the scale of balance between
legality and military discipline, appeared to incline towards the latter.
Wolseley papers, autograph collection, Central Library, Hove, Duke of Cambridge to
Wolseley, 5 Nov. 1883.
(PRO) WO33/44, Hartington to Permanent Under-Secretary of State, 11 Nov. 1883.
Ibid., Wolseley to Permanent Under-Secretary of State, 22 Oct. 1885.
The Times, 21 Dec. 1885.
Wolseley papers, Central Library, Hove, W/MEM/1/8, 1, draft of Wolseley to Permanent
Under-Secretary, 22 Jan. 1886. The first sentence in the quotation, referring to O'Dowd, is
blacked out in the version sent to Thompson. See (PRO) WO 32/8730, op. cit.
Wolseley papers, W/MEM/1/8, 3.
J.A. Spender, The Life of the Right Hon. Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, G.C.B. vol.1,
London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1923, 98-9.
Second Report from the Select Committee on the Army Estimates, P.P. 1888 (212), VIII,
460.
See note 90 above.
Campbell-Bannerman papers, British Library Add. Mss., 41233, ff. 74-77, O'Dowd to
Campbell-Bannerman, 25 Aug. 1892.
No other correspondence among the Campbell-Bannerman papers has been found which
casts light on this episode. It is not mentioned in either of the biographies of the Secretary
of State, that is, Spender, op. cit., and John Wilson, CB: A Life of Sir Henry CampbellBannerman, London: Constable, 1973. Even if the arrangement were struck after 3 August
1886 when W.H. Smith returned as Secretary of State, neither his papers in the Public
Record Office, that is, (PRO) WO110, nor his biographies, that is, Sir Herbert Maxwell,
Bart., Life and Times of the Rt. Hon. W.H. Smith, MP, 2 vols., Edinburgh and London:
Blackwood, 1893, and Viscount Chilston, W.H. Smith, London: Routledge & Kegan Paul,
1965, refer to it. Similarly, the Wolseley papers are silent on the matter and Horse Guards
papers on the status of the JAG do not take the matter beyond Wolseley's memorandum of
January 1886, supra. No cabinet discussion of the point among the Gladstone papers has
been discovered and it is unlikely at that juncture to have come before the Salisbury cabinet
though the latter did discuss the office in early 1891, a matter beyond the scope of this
paper. See Nancy E. Johnson (ed.), The Diary of Gathorne Hardy - Later Lord Cranbrook,
1816-92, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1981, 792. The Duke of Cambridge's papers in the
Royal Archives might contain relevant material but one would have expected the papers of
the Duke's correspondents, such as those of Wolseley or Campbell-Bannerman, to
complete the picture.
(PRO) WO83/7, 96-105, Mellor to Secretary of State, 28 June 1886. Mellor pointed out
that of the small number of cases where convictions were quashed in 1884 and 1885, that
is, 64 out of 13,581, the reason for the prisoners' release in some of these cases was
scarcely beyond dispute. For example, 12 prisoners were released after having been tried
in contravention of Section 161 of the Army Act which forbade proceedings in certain
cases where more than three years had elapsed since the commission of the alleged
offences. Another 15 had been released on the initiative of the general officer commanding,
not of the JAG.
We noted earlier that Wolseley had disputed whether more than a few soldiers had heard of
the JAG. See note 87, supra.
(PRO) WO83/7, op.cit., 103.
Ibid., 96, note by Campbell-Bannerman, 27 Sept. 1886, appended to Mellor's minute.
Campbell-Bannerman's note was also quoted in a paper prepared by Sir John Scott, DJAG,
in July 1900 after the Adjutant-General had once again proposed that the JAG's
recommendation to quash the verdict of a DCM should be transmitted to the Commanderin-Chief and not to the confirming officer. See (PRO) WO83/10, memorandum by Sir John
Scott, 7 July 1900, 472-87, at p.486.
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108. Ministry of Defence Library, London, 'Memorandum for Secretary of State, No. 60',
Appendix 9, 1906. Another copy in (PRO) WO32/8739. The opinion of the law officers,
R.B. Finlay and Edward Carson, was dated 3 March 1904. They acknowledged that there
was a great deal of obscurity about the whole subject. Given their view on his status as
adviser to the sovereign, they felt that in any reform of the office of JAG, it would not be
appropriate for the Secretary of State for War to be held responsible to parliament for the
JAG's advice to the sovereign. As a consequence when the reconstitution of the office took
place in 1905, the JAG's new Letters Patent made it clear that he was now to advise and
obey the Secretary of State although appointed by the sovereign. For the Letters Patent of
the new JAG in 1905, Sir Thomas Milvain, see P.P. 1906 (Cd. 2701), XCVIII, 555. It was
also made clear to Milvain by the Secretary of State that, 'The power of quashing the
proceedings of courts-martial will not be vested in you, but you will make
recommendations to the Secretary of State for War on this subject'. See (PRO) LCO2/4337,
'Responsibility of Judge Advocate General and Treasury Solicitor as Legal Advisers to the
War Office: Historical Note', June 1949, 3.
109. On 6 March 1880, in the last days of the Disraeli administration, there took place a meeting
of a small group of government ministers comprising the Secretary of State for War, F.A.
Stanley (later the 16th Lord Derby), the Secretary of State for India, Lord Cranbrook
(formerly the Secretary of State for War, Gathorne Gathorne-Hardy) and the Home
Secretary, R.A. Cross, together with the Duke of Cambridge. At the meeting, they 'agreed
pretty well as to what his [the JAG's] relation to the Commander-in-Chief should be'. See
Johnson (ed.), op. cit., 439. The conclusion clearly pointed to a more restrictive role for the
JAG and one more congenial to the Horse Guards. But nothing was done in this regard and
a new Liberal administration was soon formed.
110. A preliminary skirmish had broken out in 1885 over the question whether the country was
obtaining value for money from the Office. See H.C. Deb., 3rd Series, vol.297, cols.
1870-95, 7 May 1885. The debates of 1887-88 were, however, decisive in determining the
fate and status of the office.
111. Morgan had told the Select Committee on the Army Estimates in April 1888 that when he
had first been appointed JAG in 1880 there had been a 'great deal of friction' between his
office and the Horse Guards, but he dismissed the conflict as a thing of the past. See Second
Report from the Select Committee, op. cit., Q.774. The constitutional developments in the
office of JAG from 1887 form a separate inquiry beyond the scope of this paper.
112. The post of Commander-in-Chief was itself abolished in 1904 following the findings of the
Elgin Commission in the wake of the Boer War. The formative influence was that of Lord
Esher, son of the late Master of the Rolls, William Balliol Brett. See James Lees-Milne, The
Enigmatic Edwardian: The Life of Reginald, 2nd Viscount Esher, London: Sidgwick &
Jackson, 1986, 141-4.
113. Wolseley papers, W/MEM/1/8, 5. His Soldier's Pocket Book (new edn., 1886) echoed such
sentiments.
114. Cf., the 'Grand Old' Duke of York (1763-1827), described as the soldier's friend, 'though
probably not by the soldiers themselves'. See John Keegan and Andrew Wheatcroft (eds.),
Who's Who in Military History from 1453 to the Present Day, London: Hutchinson, 1984,
353.
115. Ibid., 350.
116. Ibid. See also note 10 for fuller accounts of the conflicts.
117. (PRO) CAB41/21/2, Lord Salisbury to the Queen, 17 Feb. 1888. For Morgan's reply to an
earlier criticism in the same vein, see Colburn 's United Service Magazine, June 1880, 231.

